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Vocabulary. A.Match the sentences with the pictures.) one sentence is extra) 

 
 1(…)   2(…)   3(…)      4 (..)                              

a.My uncle went to his son and hugged him. 

b.Guide words will help you find the word you’re looking for easily 

c.We have to take care of elderly people. 

d.Family member should listen to each other. 

e.Mehran couldn’t figure out what the teacher was talking. 
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B. Find the odd one out. 

5. a. effective                b. useful                    c. confusing                 d.helpful 

6.a. lower    b.increase                   c.improve                      d.boost   
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C. Fillin the blanks with the words given. There is one extra word.  
failure – appreciate –arrange– introduction - founded 
7.She had always been honest with me, and I………………. her for that. 

 8.The international bank was ……………... 60 years ago. 

 9.The ………………...of the book is available on the website.  

10.The first attempt to climb Damavand ended in …………………….... 
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D. Choose the best answer. 
11. My aunt, Helen, is very friendly and ……………….to poor families.  
a.  distinguished        b.  helpful      c.  ordinary        d. selfish 

12. Many of the students are …………………in French and English.  
a.  immediate        b.  bilingual      c.  invisible         d.  essential 
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E. Complete the sentences with your own knowledge. 
13. My grandmother is …………………… of hearing. She can’t hear well. 

14. If you don't know what a word means, you should ……………it up in a dictionary.  
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Structure. A. Choose the best Item.  
15.We will stay at a hotel  ... ………………my friend has recommended to us.  
a. whob. whatc. whom    d. which  
16. Your sister never forgot to feed the chickens …………...…? 
a. didn’t she           b. did she            c. did you                 d. didn’t you 
17.English ……………….in many countries. 
a. has spoken b. is speaking c. speaksd. is spoken  
18.If I ……………...the Queen of England, I …………………everyone 100 pounds.  
a. were/ would give  b. was/ gave      c. am/ will give  d. would be / gave 
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B.Write the correct form of verb in parenthesis. 
19.The robber …………..……. by the police last week. (find) 
20. He always ……………... the truth, doesn’t He? (tell) 
21. Persian language………………. in Iran, Tajikistan and Afghanistan. (speak) 
22. Alexander Fleming…………………… penicillin many years ago. (discovered) 
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C. Combine the sentences with relative pronoun. 
23.This man is a teacher. I invited him to the party. 

........................................................................................................................ 
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D. Change the following sentence into the passive one. 
24. Doctors have made a new medicine to cure cancer. 

...................................................................................................................... 
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Writing-A. Complete the sentences with and, or, but and so. 
25.I really wanted to go to school,…….. I was too sick. 

26.My friend was busy, ………I went to the cinema alone. 

27.I stayed at home, ……… I watched TV. 

28. We can take a taxi, ……. travel by train. 
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B. Put the words in the correct order. 

29. go out / or / I / tonight / take a rest /I 
........................................................................................................... 

30. a / be / hospital / year / built / here / next / will /? 
........................................................................................................... 
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C. Combine the two sentences. 
31. The book was boring. Tom had to read it.(so/ but) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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D. Correct the underlined words using and, but, or and so. 

32. There is snow in the street, and it’s not too cold. 

33. Sara has an exam tomorrow, but she must study well tonight. 

34.You can buy this coat,so you can buy those shoes. 

35.He went to the restaurant, but ordered food. 
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E. Write the missing letters. 

36. He spar – d no pain to cure the sick. 

37.C is the symb – l for the carbon. 

38.When he saw his score, he b- rst into tears. 

39.Once you find an entr-  you can find the meaning of the word.  
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Reading Comprehension. 
A. Sentence comprehension- Read the short sentences below and choose the best answer. 

40.Dr. Garib was known as a distinguished university professor. The first Persian text book 

on children’s diseases was written by him. He taught medicine to thousands of students. 

According to the above sentence, which one of the following sentences is not correct. 

a.he was a writer, too.                              c.he worked at the medical university, too. 

b.he was a university professor.                 d.he sold his book at university. 

41.We all know how parents cared for their children for every little thing. Children 

must love them, respectthem, and cared for them.In the above sentence, them refer to 

….... 

a.us                  b.parents                 c.children                         d.little thing 
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B. Cloze Test-Read the passage carefully and choose the best Item.  

It is very important for us to respect our elders. It is also important to note that elders 
were not born elders; they were kids like us and have grown old. A few years …42…. we 
will also grow older. If today we respect them, our present and future ….43…… will 
carry those value and will learn to …44…. us. 
Elders have a lot to ….45…. with us: their experiences, theirfailures, their success and 

many more.  
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42.a. mostly                      b. hence                           c. widely                       d. but 

43.a. blessing                    b. morals                           c. principals                 d. generations 

44.a. respect                        b. develop                         c. failure                       d. deserve 

45.a. forgive                        b. regard                            c. hug                           d. share    

 

C. Read the passage carefully and answer the questions. 

  John worked in a big company but he wasn’t happy at all. Their boss was always 

shouted at his workers and asked them to work harder and harder without boosting 

their money. 

 Once john was sick; he couldn’t go to work for two days. After two days, when he 
went to work, there was another man who was working in his place. He went to the 
boss and asked him for the reason. He expected him to shout. But the boss didn’t look 
at him while he was writing something.  

Suddenly, he stood up, hugged john and said:” youhave beenworking here for twenty 
years and you were never late to work. I have decided to give you a better work in this 
company. John couldn’t believe it. He was very happy. 

46.John was usually late to work.   T     F 

47.The boss shouted at John when he went to work after two days. T    F 

48.John couldn’t go to work because he………….... 

a.was sick        b.had another job      c. had enough money     d.had problem with his boss 

49. John was at home for ………. 

a.a week            b.two days                 c.an hour       d.a month 

50. How many years did john work in the company? 

................................................................... 

51.Where did john work?............................................................................. 
Total Grade:24 

Your success is mywish 
S. M. Abtahi 

(Doyour best and let the God do the rest) 
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Vocabulary. A.Match the sentences with the pictures.  1. c     2. a         3. e   4. b 

B. Find the odd one out.       5. c (confusing )    6. a.(lower) 

C. Fill in the blanks with the words given.7. appreciate     8. Founded       9. Introduction       10. failure 

D. Choose the best answer.     11. b.  helpful                          12. b.  bilingual 

E. Complete the sentences with your own knowledge.       13. hard        14. Look 

Structure. A. Choose the best Item.  

15. d. which         16. b. did she        17. d. is spoken      18.  a. were/ I would give 

B. Write the correct form of verb in parenthesis. 

19. was found        20. tells            21. is spoken        22. discovered 

C. Combine the sentence with relative pronoun.   23.This man is a teacher whom I invited to the party. 

D.  Change the following sentence into the passive one. 
 24. A new medicine has been made to cure cancer. (by doctors) 

Writing-A. Complete the sentences with and, or, but and so. 

25. but         26. so         27. and             28. or 

B. Put the words in the correct order.     29. I go out or take a rest tonight. 

30. Will be a hospital built here next year? 

C. Combine the two sentences.31.The book was boring, but Tom had to read. 

D. Correct the underlined words using and, but, or and so.32. but        33. so          34. and        35. and 

E. Write the missing letters.       36. spared 37. symbol       38. burst          39. Entry 

Reading Comprehension. A. Sentence comprehension.    40. d        41. b. parents 

B. Cloze Test.        42. b. hence      43. d. generations      44. a. respect         45.  d. share    

C. Read the passage carefully and answer the questions. 

46. false   47. False    48.  a. was sick    49. b. two days 

50. Twenty years   51. John worked in a big company 




